
Key Features
 – Complete format coverage:  

W-CDMA, HSPA+, HSPA  
(HSDPA, HSUPA),  
and HSPA+ 2x2 DL MIMO 

 – Automatically identify all active 
channels, then analyze  
with up to 20 traces  
with 20 markers each 

 – Examine one layer at a time  
with single layer code domain  
power (CDP) and code domain 
error (CDE) measurements 

 – Determine overall signal  
performance with composite 
CDP and CDE error traces

 – Easily view conformance test 
items in slot summary table

Keysight Technologies 
89601B/BN-B7U W-CDMA/HSPA+  
Modulation Analysis 
89600B Vector Signal Analysis Software

Technical Overview



The flexible Keysight Technologies, Inc. 
89600B vector signal analysis software 
(VSA) with Option B7U provides W-CDMA 
(3GPP) and enhanced HSPA modulation 
analysis for the R&D designer engineer. It 
includes descrambling, despreading, and 
demodulation of W-CDMA and HSPA+ 
uplink and downlink signals, including 
2-channel MIMO.

W-CDMA/HSPA+ is just one of over 70 
signal standards and modulation types 
for which the 89600B VSA can create a 
window into what’s happening inside your 
complex wireless devices. Our VSA tools 
provide views of virtually every facet of 
a problem, helping you see the “why?” 
behind signal problems. Whether you’re 
working with emerging or established 
standards, Keysight’s industry-leading 
VSA software helps you see through the 
complexity.

W-CDMA/HSPA+ overview 
W-CDMA, also called UMTS, is a 3GPP 
format that transmits using frequency 
domain duplexing in 5 MHz channels. 
It has been updated with HSDPA and 
HSUPA (or, collectively, HSPA) and 
further enhanced to support Evolved 
High Speed Packet Access, or HSPA+. 
HSPA+ increased the uplink and downlink 
performance by using MIMO techniques 
and enhanced modulation schemes, such 
as 64 QAM, to provide up to 56 Mb/s 
downlink and 22Mb/s uplink data rates.

Try before you buy!
Download the 89600B software and use 
it free for 14 days to make measurements 
with your analysis hardware, or use our 
recorded demo signals by selecting:File > 
Recall > Recall Demo> WCDMA-HSPA > 
on the software toolbar. Request your free 
trial license today: 
www.keysight.com/find/89600B_trial

W-CDMA/HSPA+ Modulation Analysis  

The complexity of WCDMA systems continues to grow with the addition of HSPA+ MIMO. 
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Analysis and Troubleshooting

Make CDE and CDP 
measurements on a single code 
domain layer or composite code 
domain signal 
Troubleshoot signal and power control 
quality with code domain error and 
code domain power measurements. The 
analyzer automatically identifies all active 
channels regardless of the symbol rate 
or spread code-length. View one layer 
at a time and determine the behavior of 
specific layers and channels with single-
layer CDP and CDE displays. Composite 
CDP and CDE displays present all code 
layers at a time to help you understand the 
overall signal performance.

Make composite and single-layer CDE and CDP measurements. The slot summary table provides 
further characterization.

Click on a menu or trace title and use Dynamic Help to access that topic. Here, you can find  
important information on the composite CDP trace displayed, including measurement hints.
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Descramble, despread, 
and demodulate your 
downlink or uplink signals for 
troubleshooting 
Choose from a wide range of error mea-
surements such as EVM, IQ error analysis, 
or statistical performance data. View 
detailed measurements of the despread 
signal from a single code channel, within a 
given code layer.    

Automatically identify all active channels, regardless of the symbol rate or spread code length. 
Coupled markers in all traces let you identify the same channel in different views. Use the area ex-
pand tool in the VSA toolbar to more closely examine data.

Search out specific errors with powerful troubleshooting tools. Composite or layer data is available 
from either antenna in MIMO. Simultaneously display up to 20 traces, each with 20 markers.

See multiple views of your signal 
Option B7U provides signal and error 
information prior to demodulation, or by 
specific code layer, or single code chan-
nel, within a code layer. You can also look 
at a composite view of all code layers 
and code channels simultaneously, cross 
channel measurements, or MIMO metrics. 
All of these views are designed to help you 
understand every detail of your signal and 
investigate all anomalies.
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Easily set up your measurements 
Flexible measurement setup provides 
automatic or manual modulation detection 
of all supported formats, including  
HS-PDSCH channels using QPSK,  
16 QAM, 64 QAM, and E-DPDCH channels 
using BPSK or 4 PAM. Predefined Test 
Models 5 and 6 are also included.   

Use supported Keysight  
hardware to perform  
2-channelHSPA+ MIMO signal 
measurement analysis  
Option B7U supports 2x2 DL MIMO 
analysis for HS-PDSCH signals. Single-
channel analysis measurements for each  
channel are also available when using 
single-input hardware.   

Choose the specific measurement despread 
channel and CDP code layer for analysis using 
the parameters on the Format and Channel/
Layer tab. Even more parameter adjustments 
are available on the Advanced tab.

Composite, code domain, despread, and MIMO HS-PDSCH measurements for Antenna-1 and Antenna-2 let you 
carefully examine HSPA+ 2x2 DL MIMO systems. This diagram indicates all the measurement locations available 
in the MIMO test plane.
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Capture and analyze signals  
The 89600B VSA includes signal cap-
ture and playback capabilities. Use it to 
capture burst and transient signals for 
analysis. Take advantage of tools like 
overlap processing for detailed “slow mo-
tion” analysis and the spectrogram and 
cumulative history traces for evaluating 
the dynamic frequency and amplitude 
behavior of your signal over time.

Choosing between 89600B 
VSA software and X-Series 
measurement applications
89600B VSA is the industry-leading 
measurement software for evaluating 
and troubleshooting wireless signals 
in R&D. PC-based, supporting nu-
merous measurement platforms, the 
89600B provides the flexibility and  
sophisticated measurement tools 
essential to finding and fixing signal 
problems.

X-Series advanced measurement ap-
plications provide embedded format-
specific, one-button measurements 
for X-Series analyzers. With fast 
measurement speed, pass/fail test-
ing, and simplicity of operation, these 
applications are ideally suited for de-
sign verification and manufacturing. 
For more information, please visit  

www.keysight.com/find/X-Series_
Apps

Capture multiple MIMO input signals and play them back. Here you can see CDP, IQ, and error 
tables with demodulated bits for two channels. Use the player window for direct and detailed 
control of the playback, or access the restart/stop controls on the VSA toolbar.
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Signal acquisition

Standards supported Version Date

TS 25.211 Release 8 Physical channels and mapping of transport  
channels onto physical channels (FDD)

8.4.0 2009-03

TS 25.212 Release 8 Multiplexing and channel coding (FDD) 8.5.0 2009-03

TS 25.213 Release 8 Spreading and modulation (FDD) 8.4.0 2009-03

TS 25.214 Release 8 Physical layer procedures (FDD) 8.5.0 2009-03

TS 25.141 Release 8 BS conformance testing (FDD) 8.6.0 2009-03

TS 34.121-1 Release 8 UE conformance specification, Radio transmission and 
reception, Conformance specification (FDD)

8.4.0 2009-03

TS 25.214 Release 8 MIMO operation of HS-DSCH 8.5.0 2009-03

Modulation formats supported E-HSPA: (64QAM downlink and 4PAM I or Q), 4PAM-IQ uplink; W-CDMA (3GPP)

Result length, settable in slots,  
frames, seconds

Adjustable from 1 to 64 slots maximum. Actual value hardware dependent

Samples per symbol 1

Triggering Single/continuous, external

Measurement region Length and offset adjustable within result length; for HSPA analysis, also adjust  
sub-measurement offset and interval

Signal playback

Result length Adjustable from 1 to 64 slots maximum. Actual value hardware dependent.

Capture length (gap-free analysis at 
0% overlap and 5 MHz span)

Capture length is hardware dependent. See hardware specifications for more information. 

Measurement format setup

Direction Uplink, downlink

Enable HSPA analysis On/off

Chip rate Continuously adjustable

Sync start slot Auto, or user-selected slot 0-14

Filter alpha Adjustable from 0.05 to 1

Uplink setup - Sync type DPCCH (slot format 0-5, auto), or PRACH message (auto preamble signature, or manual setting)

Uplink setup - Scramble code 0-16777215

Downlink setup 

Sync type CPICH, SCH, Ant-2 CPICH, or symbol, with variable spread code length and code channel selection

Pilot-aided timing estimation on, off

Scramble code 0-511

Scramble code offset 0-15

Scramble code type Standard, left, right

Number of Tx antennas 1, 2

Software Features
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Channel/Layer setup

De-spread channel Selectable code channel

Uplink

Spread code length 2- 256 (1.92 Msym/s to 15 ksym/s)

Decode channel Select 1-255 and I,Q, or IQ branch data to display

CDP layer Select spread code length:  2-256 (1.92 Msym/s to 15 ksym/s)

Modulation scheme Auto-detect, or manual selection of BPSK or 4-PAM; HSPA with spread code length of 2 only

tHS-DPCCH - value HSPA uplink only - N x 256 chips; adjustable when analyzing HS-DPCCH channel

tHS-DPCCH - code location HSPA uplink only - S256(1):I; S256(32):Q; S256(33):Q; S256(64:Q)

Downlink

Spread code length 4-512 (960 ksym/s to 7.5 ksym/s)

Decode channel Select 1-255 and I,Q, or IQ branch data to display

tDPCH Auto, or manually set n x 256 chips value

CDP layer Select spread code length: 4-512 (960 ksym/s to 7.5 ksym/s)

Test Model Downlink only

None Auto active-channel detection

Test Model 1 16 DPCH, 32 DPCH, 64 DPCH (with or without S-CCPCH)

Test Model 2 With or without S-CCPCH

Test Model 3 16 DPCH, 32 DPCH (with or without  S-CCCH)

Test Model 4 With or without P-CPICH

Test Model 5 2 HS-PDSCH with 6 DPCH, 4 HS-PDSCH with 14 DPCH, 8 HS-PDSSCH  
with 30 DPCH (only when HSPA selected)

Test Model 6 2 HS-PDSCH with 6 DPCH, 4 HS-PDSCH with 14 DPCH,
8-64QAM HS-PDSSCH with 30 DPCH (HSPA analysis only)

Advanced measurement setup

Active channel threshold Auto, manual (0 dBc to -120 dBc)

Frequency error tolerant range Configures the frequency tolerance range for synchronization with DPCCH normal, wide (uplink only)

IQ normalize On/off; determines whether to normalize IQ meas, IQ ref, error vector time, and error vector spectrum 
displays

Mirror frequency spectrum On/off; determines whether to do a frequency inversion before synchronizing and  
demodulating signal

Include IQ offset in EVM Controls whether the composite IQ Offset is included in the composite EVM data result

Bypass RRC measurement filter Disables internal root-raised-cosine (RRC) measurement filter to measure W-CDMA signals with 
externally-applied RRC measurement filtering

Suppress SCH Specifies whether the non-orthogonal SCH and the resulting leakage power is removed from channel 
analysis measurements; downlink only

DTX/Burst detection On/off  (HSDPA only)
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Advanced measurement setup, continued

Use multichannel estimator Determines whether timing and phase errors will be the same for each channel; on/off (downlink 
only)

MIMO Setup

 Compensate channel Yes/no

 PCI Specifies pre-coding matrix; 0, 1, 2, 3

 Freq offset model Selects impairment model; Tx or Rx

Measurement results

Channel data Time and frequency trace data results derived from pre-demodulated data

Correction Shows the correction data derived by the analyzer from calibration data

Instantaneous spectrum Non-averaged frequency spectrum of the pre-demodulated time trace data

Raw main time Raw data read from the input hardware or playback file

Spectrum Frequency spectrum of the pre-demodulated time trace data

Time Time data record before demodulation or averaging

CDF Cumulative distribution function

CCDF Complementary cumulative distribution function

PDF Probability density function

Antenna code domain power 
measurement results

CDP and CDE trace data results for either the composite signal or for a specified code layer for 
each available antenna input

CDE composite Channel power error values for each active code channel for all code layers  
(spread code lengths)

CDE layer Channel power error values for each code channel within the specified code layer  
(spread code lengths)

CDP layer Code domain power trace data for all code channels within the specified code layer  
(spread code length)

Code domain offsets Table summarizing active code channel power, CDE, RCDE in dB

Inst CDE composite Shows the instantaneous (non-averaged) code channel power error data for the composite signal

Inst CDE layer Shows the instantaneous (non-averaged) code channel power error values for all active code channels 
(Walsh code number) within the specified code layer (spread code length)

Inst CDP composite Shows the instantaneous (non-averaged) measured code channel power for the composite signal

Inst CDP layer Non-averaged CDP layer trace

Slot summary Table summarizing EVM; Pk CDE and location; frequency error; CPICH (downlink only); total power 
by slot number

Antenna composite results Time and frequency domain trace data results for designated Antenna N for the composite 
signal derived from data for the total signal

Error summary Table showing, for the composite signal, average and peak values and location for
EVM, magnitude error, phase error; frequency error, IQ offsest, Rho, slot number,
T trigger; average and channel location for peak active CDE, peak CDE; RCDE for
64QAM, channels active (number of 64QAM channels used when calculating RCDE);
total power

Error vector spectrum Error vector for composite signal across frequency

Error vector time Error vector for composite signal over time (chip)
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Measurement results, continued

Antenna composite results, continued

IQ mag error Composite magnitude error over time

IQ measured spectrum Spectrum of demodulated time data results for the composite signal

IQ measured time Time data results of demodulation of composite signal

IQ phase error Phase error between the I/Q measured and the I/Q reference signals for the composite signal

IQ reference spectrum Spectrum of the IQ reference time for the composite signal

IQ reference time Ideal signal generated from the measured signals demodulated bits

Inst error vector spectrum Instantaneous error vector for composite signal with no averaging

Inst IQ measured spectrum Instantaneous spectrum of demodulated time data results for the composite signal
with no averaging

Inst IQ reference spectrum Instantaneous reference spectrum of demodulated time data results for the
composite signal with no averaging

Antenna despread code data 
(MIMO)

Time domain trace data results from HS Transport Block for designated Antenna N for a single 
code channel within a specified code layer (spread code length/symbol rate)

Error vector time Shows the time domain error vector trace data results for the specified code
channel and code layer (spread code length)

IQ magnitude error Shows the magnitude error between the I/Q measured and the I/Q reference
trace data at the sampled chip times for the specified code channel and code
layer (spread code length)

IQ meas time Demodulated time data results for the measured input signal, sampled at the chip
times, for the specified code channel and code layer (spread code length)

IQ phase error Phase error between the I/Q measured and the I/Q reference trace data at the
sampled chip times for the specified code channel and code layer (spread code length)

IQ reference time Demodulated time data results that would be derived from an ideal input signal
(reference), sampled at the chip times, for the specified code channel and code
layer (spread code length)

Symbols/error table Average and peak value/location for EVM, magnitude error, phase error; RCDE,
slot number, modulation format; demodulated bits; pilot bits and tDPCH (downlink only)

Cross channel data (2x1) Available for MIMO 2x2 measurements

Coherence Indicates measure of power in the output signal caused by input

Cross correlation Determines time delays of a common signal between two different paths

Cross spectrum Cross power spectrum of ch 2 vs. ch 1

MIMO Info Tabular data for MIMO measurements1

Condition number Single value indicating the correlation of the MIMO channel, assuming static fading

Metrics Color-coded data available for each Tx/Rx pair

 CPICH Timing Offset Detected timing offset of the CPICH channel for each path

 CPICH Freq Offset Detected frequency offset of the CPICH channel for each path

 CPICH Phase Offset Computed phase offset of the CPICH channel for each path based on H value

 CPICH Mag Offset Computed m offset of the CPICH channel for each path based on H value

 H. (I+jQ) Estimated MIMO channel matrix

1. Value subject to Force Code Group Setting.
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Key Specifications1

This technical overview provides nominal performance specifications for the software when making measurements with 
the specified platform. Nominal values indicate expected performance, or describe product performance that is useful in 
the application of the product.

For a complete list of specifications refer to the measurement platform literature.

X-Series signal analyzers

PXA MXA (includes  
Option BBA as noted)

EXA

Signal playback

Result length 1 to 64 slots 1 to 64 slots 1 to 64 slots

Capture length > 60,000 slots > 390 slots > 390 slots

Gap free analysis at 0%  
overlap; 5 MHz span

> 59,997 slots with  
Opt. BBA (BBIQ only)

Accuracy

Conditions Input range ≥ –30 dBm, within 5 dB of total signal power, frequency < 3.6 GHz

Code domain

CDP accuracy ±0.3 dB ±0.3 dB 2 ±0.3 dB

Spread channel power within  20 
dB of total power

Symbol power versus time ±0.3 dB ±0.3 dB 2 ±0.3 dB

Spread channel power within  20 
dB of total power  
averaged over a slot

Composite EVM

EVM floor (pilot only) ≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.5% 2 ≤ 1.5%

EVM floor (test model 1 with 16 
DPCH signal)

≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.5%

EVM floor (test model 5, 8 
HSDPSCH with 30 DPCH, HSPA 
enabled)

≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.5%

Frequency error

Range (CPICH sync type) ±500 Hz ±500 Hz ±500 Hz

Accuracy ±10 Hz ±10 Hz ±10 Hz

1. Data subject to change.
2. Results apply to MXA with Option BBA.
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Other analysis platforms

PSA ESA 

Signal playback

Result length 1 to 64 slots 1 to 27 slots 1

Capture length 88 slots 27 slots 1

Gap free analysis at 0% overlap; 5 MHz span

Accuracy

Conditions Input range ≥ –24 dBm, within 5 dB of total signal 
power, frequency < 3 GHz

Input range within 5 dB of total signal 
power, between 30 MHz and 3 GHz

Code domain

CDP accuracy ±0.3 dB ±0.3 dB

Spread channel power within  
20 dB of total power

Symbol power versus time ±0.3 dB ±0.3 dB

Spread channel power within 20 dB of total 
power averaged over a slot

Composite EVM

EVM floor (pilot only) ≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.6%

EVM floor  
(test model 1 with 16 DPCH signal)

≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.6%

EVM floor (test model 5, 8 HSDPSCH with  
30 DPCH, HSPA enabled)

≤ 1.5% ≤ 1.6%

Frequency error

Range (CPICH sync type) ±500 Hz ±500 Hz

Accuracy ±10 Hz ±10 Hz

1. Alias protect = false; 11 slots when alias protect = true.
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Ordering Information

Software licensing and configuration
Choose from two license types:

 – PC/instrument license:  
Order 89601B if the software license will reside on a PC/instrument.  
The license can be transferred to another PC/instrument at any time.

 – Floating license:  
Order 89601BN if the software license will reside on a server  
to be accessed by multiple users, one at a time. 

Hardware configuration
The 89600B software supports over 30 instru-
ment platforms including spectrum analyzers, 
oscilloscopes, logic analyzers and modular instru-
ment systems with hardware connectivity Option 
89601B/BN-300. 

Model-option number Description Notes

PC/instrument   
license

Floating license

89601B 89601BN 89600B VSA software Required

89601B-B7U 89601BN-B7U W-CDMA/HSPA+  
modulation analysis

Required for W-CDMA/HSPA+ modu-
lation analysis

89601B-200 89601BN-200 Basic vector signal analysis Required

89601B-300 89601BN-300 Hardware connectivity                              Required

Additional Resources 

Literature
 – 89600B Vector Signal Analysis Software, Brochure 

Literature number 5990-6553EN
 – 89600B Vector Signal Analysis Software, Configuration Guide 

Literature number 5990-6386EN
 – 89600B Opt 200 Basic VSA and Opt 300 Hardware Connectivity,  

Technical Overview Literature number 5990-6405EN
 – 89600 and 89600B VSA for W-CDMA and HSPA+ Evaluation and 

Troubleshooting, Self-Guided Demonstration 
Literature number 5989-0679EN

 – Keysight Designing and Testing 3GPP-W-CDMA Base Transceiver Sta-
tions (including Femtocells), Application Note 1355 
Literature number 5980-1239E

Web
www.keysight.com/find/89600B
www.keysight.com/find/WCDMA
www.keysight.com/find/HSPA

Keep your 89600B VSA  
up-to-date
With rapidly evolving standards and con-
tinuous advancements in signal analysis, 
the 89601BU/BNU software update and 
subscription service offers you the ad-
vantage of immediate access to the latest 
features and enhancements available for 
the 89600B VSA software. www.keysight.
com/find/89600B

You can upgrade!
All 89600B options can be added after 
your initial purchase and are license-key 
enabled. www.keysight.com/find/89600B_
upgrades 
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Americas 
Canada (877) 894 4414
Brazil 55 11 3351 7010
Mexico 001 800 254 2440
United States (800) 829 4444

Asia Pacific
Australia 1 800 629 485
China 800 810 0189
Hong Kong 800 938 693
India 1 800 11 2626
Japan 0120 (421) 345
Korea 080 769 0800
Malaysia 1 800 888 848
Singapore 1 800 375 8100
Taiwan 0800 047 866
Other AP Countries (65) 6375 8100

Europe & Middle East
Austria 0800 001122
Belgium 0800 58580
Finland 0800 523252
France 0805 980333
Germany 0800 6270999
Ireland 1800 832700
Israel 1 809 343051
Italy 800 599100
Luxembourg +32 800 58580
Netherlands 0800 0233200
Russia 8800 5009286
Spain 800 000154
Sweden 0200 882255
Switzerland 0800 805353

Opt. 1 (DE)
Opt. 2 (FR)
Opt. 3 (IT)

United Kingdom 0800 0260637

For other unlisted countries:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
(BP-9-7-17)

DEKRA Certified
ISO9001 Quality Management System

www.keysight.com/go/quality
Keysight Technologies, Inc.
DEKRA Certified ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management System

Evolving Since 1939
Our unique combination of hardware, software, services, and people can help you 
reach your next breakthrough. We are unlocking the future of technology. 
From Hewlett-Packard to Agilent to Keysight.

myKeysight
www.keysight.com/find/mykeysight
A personalized view into the information most relevant to you. 

www.keysight.com/find/emt_product_registration
Register your products to get up-to-date product information and 
find warranty information.

Keysight Services
www.keysight.com/find/service
Keysight Services can help from acquisition to renewal across your 
instrument’s lifecycle. Our comprehensive service offerings—one-
stop calibration, repair, asset management, technology refresh, 
consulting, training and more—helps you improve product quality 
and lower costs.

Keysight Assurance Plans
www.keysight.com/find/AssurancePlans
Up to ten years of protection and no budgetary surprises to ensure 
your instruments are operating to specification, so you can rely on 
accurate measurements.

Keysight Channel Partners
www.keysight.com/find/channelpartners
Get the best of both worlds: Keysight’s measurement expertise and 
product breadth, combined with channel partner convenience.
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